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This report outlines the technology of modern soh entral 

receiver power plants, showing how they could be an impomt 

domestic source of energy w i t h  the next decade. Solar power 

towers, as they are often called, have been under development 

for more than fkeen years, and the technology is ready to meet a 

utdty's need for clean power-capable of producing megawatts 

of electricity with no pollution. 

The name power tower is somewhat of a misnomer 

because the tower does litrle more than hold an important 

component4e receiver. However, the tower is the most 

dstinctive visible feature of this solar power plant. In such a plant, 

sunlight is concentrated by a field of sm- t rahg  mirron, called 

- 

heliostats, onto a receiver. The concentrated s d g h t  heats a liquid 

in the receiver, and the liquid is piped to the base of the tower 

where it generates steam. A conventional steam-pwered hubhe 

generator then uses the steam to produce electricity. As k d  

in this report, becaw it stores the hot liquid in tanks, the power 

tower can produce steam for elearicity during inclement weather 

and even at night--unlike most other solar systems. 

The US. Department of Energy has sponsored the 

development of solar power towers b e c a u s e  they are well suited 

to help supply the world's 

inmasing need for clean, rehble, 

low-cost electricity. Their obvious 

advantages include that they w 

the sun for fuel and they do not 

pollute. Current studies predict 

commercial plants sized between 

100 and 200 megawatts could 

supply pwer at a cost competitive 

with other sources. A 200- 

megawatt plant generates enough 

power for a city of abut  

200,M30 people. 

Power towersicentral 

receiver plants-are somewhat difeent from the dstributed 

receiver solar plants built by Luz International. Luz's solar themd 

plants use parabolic trough collecton instead of heliostats, and the 
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solar energy is collected in a synthetic oil, which flows in a long 

series of parallel metal pipes. Luz currently has nine plants with 

more than 350 megawatts of generaring capacity, amounting to 

more than percent of the world's solar-generated electricity. 

Most of Luz's plants do not use thermal storage because it would 

be too expensive; instead natural gas provides back-up. 

generating power during overcast perid or at night if needed. 

The availability of efficientt, low<ost storage is a key advantage of 

power tow-ers. 

s dentists in the USSR fmt proposed the power tower 

concept in the mid-l95OS, and in the past 15 years, several large- 

scale experimental power towers have been fielded in such varied 

locations as the Soviet Union, Spain, Italy) Japan, and France. The 

largest experimental system w z  Solar One, a plant near Bastow, 

California, rated to produce 10 megawatts of electricity and jointly 

sponsored by Southern California E d i n  Company, the Los 

Angeles Department of Water and Power, and the US. Depart- 

ment of Energy. 

T h e  experimental plants were built to prove that a solar 

power tower could actually produce megawatts of electricity. 

Experimenters were also interested in the operation of the 

components and in improving the system's design With the 

exception of the plant in Fmcenamed Themisall of the 

earliest facilities used water to collect the sun's energy. The& 

used molten salt. The experimental French plant operated from 

1983 to 1986. 

Concentrated sunlight converted water directly into steam in 

the receives, and the steam powered a conventional Rankine- 

cycle steam turbine. Although these system were simple, they had 

a number of dmdvantages. For example at solar One, when a 

cloud passed over the plant, steam conditions deteiiorated 

markedly and the turbine had to be taken off h e .  It then took 

some time to resm the plant. In addition! steam could not be 

easily stored to use when it was cloudy or after sunset. Some of 

the systems had a form of storage using an intermediate medium, 
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such as synthetic oil, but signbnt losses in efficiency occur when 

heat is transferred from steam to oil and back to steam. 

The Themis plant, which used a molten-salt heat-transport 

fluid both for the receiver and for thermal storage, overcame many 

shortcomings associated njth a water/steam system. The molten 

salt provided a highly efficient and inexpensive t h e d  storage 

Sunlight is concentrated by 
heliostats onto the sohr 
power tower's receiver. 

system, which decoupled the operation of the solar receiver from 

that of the turbine generator. Because it could easily store the sun's 

energy, the Themis plant could dispatch electricity when needed, 

even at night. This si@icmt advantage is a major reason solar 

power towers using molten-salt t h e d  storage are a focus of 

current research. 

4 
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operated from 1982 to 1988, Solar One was the world's 

largest experiment to pmve that a solar power tower could 

work It was a pilot plant near Barstow, Califor& and it was 

configured to produce at least 10 megawatts of electric power 

for an eight-hour period on a sunny day. 

Solar One was a joint effort of Southern California W i n  

CO., the IDS Angela Department of Water and Power and the 

Department of E n q .  As illustrated, 1818 sun-tracking m h o s  

(heliostats) surrounded a 300-foot-td tower and concentrated 

sunlight onto a receiver located at its top. 

Representhg the h t  genedon of .soh power towers, 

Solar one used a water-filled receher that produced steam to 

drive a turbhe/generator diredy. Mcdern power towers use 

an advanced mOltefl-S& system, which allows the turbine to 

operate during cloudy weather or even at night. 

Solar One proved that central receivers are practical for 

a utility's central station power generation. During its fmal 

year of operation, the plant's availability during horn  of 

sunshine was 96 percent Although the plant delivered more 

than 38,000 megawatt horn net energy during its fouryear 

power-production test, it did not meet its initial goals for 

annual energy production. The reason is that early predictions 

did not include everything that affected the way a plant would 

perform, including the need to take the plant offline every time 

a cloud passed over or to perform regular maintenance. Today, 

there is a large data base on these factors, permitting a power 

tower's annual performance to be predicted with confidence. 

c - 

Solar One was the world's largest power tower 
experiment and it proved that a solar power 
tower can generate large amounts of 
electricity reliublj. 

I 0 
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A variety of fluids was tested to transpa the sun's heat, 

including water, air, and sodium, before molten salt was selected 

as best. Molten salt is used in solar p e r  tower systems becaw 

it is liquid at atmospheric pressure, it provides an eficient, low- 

cost medium in which to store thermal energy, ib operating 

temperatures are compatible with today's high-pressure and high- 

# = % - - .  

- 

where concentrated sudght heats it in a receiver to 1050°F. The 

receiver is a series of h-walled stainless steel tubes. The herited 

salt then flows back down to a second d a t e d  'hot' storage 

tank. The size of this tank depends on the requirements of the 

utility; tanks can be designed with enough capacity to power a 

turbine from two to twelve hours. When electricity is needed 

temperature steam turbmes, and it IS non-flammable and nontoxc 

In addikon, molten salt IS used 111 the c h m d  and metals 

mdustnes as a heataampoa fluid, so experience mth molten-salt 

systems emts for non-solar apphcakons 

The molten salt IS a m r e  of bo percent sedum and 40 

percent potassium-mtmte, commonly called saltpeter The salt 

melts at 430°F and IS kept hquid at 50'F m an mulated cold' 

storage tank The salt IS then pumped to the top of the tower, 

from the plant, the hot salt is pumped to 

a conventional steam-generating system 

to produce superheated steam for a 

turbine/generator . 

The uniqueness of ths solar system 

is in de-couphg collection of solar 

energy from producing power; electricity 

can be generated in perid of inclement 

weather or even at night using the stond 

thermal energy in the hot salt tank. The: 

tanks are well insulated and can store 

energy for up to a week As an example 

of their size, tanks that provide enough t h d  storage to power a 

lwmegawatt tubine for four hours would be about 30 feet tall 

and 80 feet in diameter. Studies shorn7 that the twetank storage 

system will have an annual efficiency of about 9 percent. 
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&I of the components and system in a molten-salt plant 

have been proven, many at full d e .  These experiments provide 

a good data base from which to preda with confidence a plant's 

performance and reliability. In the United States. the Department 

of Energy has sponsored the development and testing of all the 

components for a commerd power plant, incluhg the 

heliostats. receiver, molten-salt pumps, valves, and heat trace, the 

thermal storage system, and steam generators. 

To date. more than $300 million has been invested in the 

United States to develop the components for solar power towers; 

about $30 d o n  of it went into systems using molten salt. The 

Depment  of Energy, component manufacturers, and electric 

utdtties have sponsored several largescale system experiments 

using molten salt at the Department of Energy's Central Receiver 

Test Fadty  in Albuquerque, NM. The tests included m e d  

confipratiom of receivers, and a complete molten-salt energy 

storage and stem-generation system A separate test proved the 

reliability of the components in the molten-salt heat-transport 

system. k test had two closed-lap molten-salt systems, one for 

hot salt and one for cold. Each loop had fuU-size molten-salt 

pumps, valves, and heat tracing, which wee cycled to simulate the 

operation of an a d  power plant. The test provided valuable data 

about the system's reliability 

The most costly part of a power tower is the field of 

heliastats that surrounds it. -41 important part of the research and 

development p r o p  carried on by the Depment of Energy has 

Illustrated here are two closed-bop molten-salt test bops with full-scale pumps, 
valves, and heat trace (lefl) and insulated molteen-salt thennal storage tanks (right). 
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been ajmed at designing improved versions of these concentrat- 

ing mirrors to reduce cost, to improve pedomce ,  and to 

their working life. Today, heliostats with glass mirrors 

are a mature technology, and their performance and d u r a b i  

have been proven in a number of solar applications. Their cost 

will be reasonable with prcduction rata as low as one 100. 

megawatt plant per year. 

A valuable source of information on the design, reliability, 

and operation of a fully integmted molten-salt system is the 

Themis cenml receiver power plant in southern Fmce. Themk 

operated from 1933 to 19% and had all the systems that would 

be used in a commercial solar power tower. The receiver was 

made of thin-walled, 316 stainless steel tubes. Data on the design 

and operation of this 2.5-megawab plant have been factored into 

today’s designs for commerd plants. Combined with these data 

are data from a molten-salt thermal storage system, which has 

been operational since 1983 at the CESA-1 soh test fadty in 

Aheria, Spain. 

Experiments have proven the techmcal feasibjlity of molten- 

salt central receiver systems in the United States and abroad and 

have resulted in an extensive data base on every component and 

subsystem. This data base was used in developing the designs for 

modern commercial 103 to 2Wmegawatt power plants. Today, the 

receiver for a lmmegawatt power tower would be made from 

h-walled stamless steel tubes, the same as at Themis, and it 

would be located on a tower about the height of the Washgton 

Monument (550 feet>. The storage tank and piping for the hot salt 

would also be stamless steel, but the cold storage tank and piping 

could be made of &n steel, which costs less. The Depament of 

Energy continues to support work on even more advanced 

helimtats and moltensalr receivers. 
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Data on Themis and Solar One, together with data on 

individual components of a power tower, provide an established 

his from which to p d c t  cost, performance and reliabfity 

expected from a c o m m e d - d e  power tower. Current estimates 

Luz's financing approach for independent power plants and the 

current federal and Wfomia tax credits, the energy cost would 

be 4.5 cents a Howat-hour, based on the tax advantages 

available in California and LUZ'S financing. 

for capital and for operation and maintenance are derived 

from a study carried out by Panfc Gas and Electric and 

Arizona Public Service along wth a number of architects, 

enginees and component vendors. Estimates were 

developed for plants with capacities between 100 an 200 

megawath and with capacity factors from 25 to more than 

bo percent. Based on this study, a 2CUmegawatt power 

tower with a 63 percent capacity factor would cost about 

$800 million and have an annual cost of $7.4 million for 

o p t i o n  and maintenance. 

This estimate is based on using today's c o m p  

nents, includng glass heliostats and proven receiver designs. Thk 

installed cost is relatively high compared to plants using fossil 

fuels because the cost of the Solar plant includes a lifetime supply 

of fuel-provided by the sun and the heliostats. The predicted 

levelized cost of energy in constant lm dollars for h solar 

plant is around 8 cents per kilowatt-hour, based on standard 

economic assumptions commonly used by the Department of 

Energy and by the Electric Power Research Institute. It assumes 

that a uthty owns the plant and that one plant is built per year. A 

plant with a lower capacity factor would have a lower capital 

cost, but a higher cost of energy. If the plant were built using 

I Energy cost of Solar Power Towers I (- 1930 dollars) 

Tut?&e I size 

27% solar 
Y? fossil 

@ ?  solar 
@ ?  solar 
63% solar 

Installed 
Capital 

cost 

$256 M 

$328 M 
$564 M 
$800 M 

Annzlal 

C Maintenance 
cost 

operatims 

$4.9 M 

$4.9 M 
$6.1 M 
$7.4 M 

cost 

Current estimates for capital and for operation and 

maintenance are summarized in the table above. The mfomtion 

is derived from a study P a d c  Gas and Electric and Arizona Public 

Sewice conducted for DOE. 

h gened, energy from a solar power tower is about one 

to two cents more per Mowatt-hour than from a comparable 

plant fired by coal. However, the price would be less if the 

external costs of using fossil fuels were included, as is 

mandated in several states. For example, electricity in Nevada is 

assessed an extra environmental cost of about 5 cents per 

Mowat-hour for coal and 2 cents for gas. 

- 
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one-hundred-megawatt solar power towers could be built in 

the immediate future-no technical barriers exist to prevent it and 

no breakthroughs are needed. The technology is ready for the 

commercial sector, and costs will be competitive with many of the 

alternatives. On the other hand, investors are not quite ready for 

this new technology, and they still perceive significant risks with it. 

What is needed is a largescale plant that will prove what 

the test plants have shown, and mitigate the risks associated 

with building the fvst commercial solar power tower. Such a 

If required, higher capacity factors can be 

achieved from a power tower by adding a fossG.- 

fuel back-up to create a solar/fossil hybrid. 

However, as a solar-only plant, a solar power tower 

has no emissions; the most signirkant environmsm- 

tal impact is the amount of land required, about 10 

acres per megawatt of capacity-less than for strip 

mining and transportation of coal or for hydrc- 

electric projects. In fact, a solar power tower p h t  

only rmnimally disturbs the land. 

plant will pave the way for commercial plants to be built in the 

late 19% when additional generating capacity will be needed in 

the Southwest. 

For this reason, several large US. utility companies are 

taking the lead for the worlds utilities in commercializing power 

towers and are proposing to restart the Solar One plant with a 

molten-salt heat-transport system The project's cost will be shared 

by the Depament of Energy, utilities, manufacturers, and 

government agencies. 

12 
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The uthties’ goals for the ”Solar Two” project are 

To a&@, commct and oprate a molten nitrate salt sokw 

power touw to minimize the perceived risks asTOciated with 

building theJirst com~cdpowerplant .  

8 To mite thep$ormunce ofthe system and its reliabili@ 

and dhpatchability. 

To provide utilities with knowledge gained from thepmject. 

8 To improve the data base f ipd ic t ing  u@al and 

operatin and maintenance costs f i  such a power t w .  

8 To demonstrate the h f 2 s  of molten-salt themal storage 

for ma-sob  applications. 

Molten-salt thermal storage would be of interest to all utilities, 

including those in poor solar lomtions, because efficient molten- 

salt thermal storage could be combined with a he-load coal plant 

to provide p k m g  capacity. Solar Two wjll have sufficient thermal 

storage to operate the IC-megawatt turbine for four hours. 

To convM Solar One to Solar Two will e changing to a 

moltmdt heatu-ansport system includmg the receiver, t h d  

storage, piping, and a steam generator and a new control system. 

Muumal mcdfiations to the helimtat field and to the tower and 

turbinegenerator will be needed. The estimated cost of the 

conveIsion is around $39 d o n ,  less than one-third the o r i d  cost 

of Solar One. The w e n t  plan is to begin design work in late 1332 

and to have the pl.lt on line in 1%. The utdities expect this large- 

scale validaton of the salt technology to lead directly to commercial 

plants in the 1N to 2Nmegawatt mge  by the year 2000. 

8 Sdarpower touters meet the neea3 of today’s 

-grids, 
i%e tee- fw solar power towers ispmven, 

8 i % e c o ~ r , p e t $ ~ , & c w 2 d ~ o f s o l a r p e r  

t o w e r s c a n b e m ~ p d i c t e 4  

Powertouters willproduce et!e&i&y ata competi- 

tive cost, and 

i%e time is right to create sdar Two andbegin 

COmmerciaEtiing solarpower towers 

a a a a a a a a  

The authon are engineen at Sandia National Iahmories 

who work in th~.~ field of solar energy. 
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f ,  How does the plant work? 
Molten sait is the key to this solar system’s operation. The 

salt is pumped from a holding tank on the ground to the top of a 

2OVfoot tower where it drculates through a receiver, which is a 

bundle of metal tubes. Here, highly concentrated sudght heats 

the salt to 1050°F. The suhght is reflected and concentrated onto 

the receiver by hundreds of sun-tracking mirrors, called heliostats, 

located around the tower. The hot salt then flows in pipes down 

the tower to a second insulated holding tank. From here, it can 

be pumped to a generator that creates superheated steam to dnve 

a turbine or it can be stored and its t h e d  energy used later. 

2. Why do solar plants need 
thermal storage? 

Without the ability to store energy, solar plants can produce 

power only intermittently-when the sun is s h g ,  and du h i t s  

the plant‘s capacity factor to about 25 percent. Thermal storage 

allows power towen to have annual capacity factors up to 60 

percent40 percent in the summer-and a high degree of 

dispatchability. f i e  power tower can collect enough energy 

during the day both to operate the turbine and to put extra energy 

into the storage tanks. At night, or dukg inclement weather. 

stored energy can be used to power the turbine. 

3. How big can the plants be? 
Economic power plants can be from about 100 to 200 

megawatts. Beyond this sie, the distance from the furthermat 

heliostat to the receiver is so large that the plant‘s efficiency is 

reduced. For larger plants, several towers would be used. 

4. How much does the electric 
power cost? 

The cost of electric power depends on the turbine size and 

capacity factor selected, and on the fmancing and tax cow- 

quences. Energy costs are projected to range from about 5 to 10 

cents per MowaK-hour produced. Solar plants have fairly high u p  

front capital costs b u s e  the plant comes with the means to 

collect a lifetime supply of free fuel; thus, with no fuel to buy, 

operating costs are very low. Moreover, there is no danger of 

energy costs increasing in the future. 

5. Is the salt toxic or hazardous? 
The salt, a mixture of sedum and potassium nitrate, is not loxic 

or flammable. Recaw of its low cost and desirable chemical 

properties, it is widely used as a hat-transfer fluid. If there were a salt 

leak, the liquid salt would quickly “freeze” or become solid, k e  iable 

salt, and it could be easily cleaned up with a shovel and re-used. 

14 
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6. How big are the storage tanks? 
The two insulated tanks are each sized to hold all of the planrs 

salt. For a 1Wmegawatt plant with enough storage to power the 

turbine for 4 hours, the tanks would be about %feetall and @feet 

in he te r -abut  the same as l q e  oil-storage tanks. 

7. How long can the hot salt be stored? 
The two tanks are well insulated, so energy loss is very low. 

T h e d  energy can be stored for several weeks with no 

problems. Electric back-up heaters will be used to prevent the salt 

from ml iwng during long unanticipated outages. 

8. How much land is required? 
Solar plants use a f d y  large amount of land. Dependmg on 

the p h f s  size and capacity factor, the land used would range 

from about 8 to 17 acres per megawatt. 

9. How does wind affect the heliostats? 
The glass mirrors d to concentrate the sunlight a~ 

designed to w i v e  winds up to 90 mph when stowed in a 

horizontal position. When stowed, the mirror is more than 30 feet 

above the ground-a level above where sand p c l e s  could 

caw any damage. 

10, How much effect is there on wildlife? 
The o p t i o n  of Solar One allowed a mful examhation of 

the plant’s environmental effects. Studies showed there was 

mmml impact on birds and other wildhfe. Except for water from 

the standad c m h g  towers, thm are esmtially no emissions 

from the plant. 
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